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Executive Summary
Purpose

To determine whether the costs reported by Yeled v’Yalda Early Childhood Center (Yeled) on its
Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs) were properly documented, program-related, and allowable
pursuant to the State Education Department’s (SED) Reimbursable Cost Manual (Manual).
The audit included all expenses claimed on Yeled’s CFR for the fiscal year 2013-14, and certain
expenses claimed on Yeled’s CFRs for the two fiscal years ended June 30, 2013.

Background

Yeled is a Brooklyn, New York-based not-for-profit organization that is authorized by SED to
operate, among other SED-approved programs, a Special Education Itinerant Teacher (SEIT)
program to serve disabled children between the ages of three and five years. During the 201314 school year, Yeled provided SEIT services to 1,582 students. The New York City Department
of Education (DoE) refers students to Yeled based on clinical evaluations and pays for its services
using rates established by SED. The rates are based on the financial information that Yeled reports
to SED on its annual CFRs. SED reimburses DoE for a portion of its payments to Yeled based on
statutory rates. For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled reported approximately $81
million in reimbursable costs for the audited program.
Yeled also operates numerous other programs, such as Head Start, Infant/Toddler Early
Intervention, and Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).

Key Findings

For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we identified $2,950,518 in reported costs that
did not comply with the Manual’s requirements and recommend such costs be disallowed.
These ineligible costs included $1,026,139 in personal service costs and $1,924,379 in other than
personal service (OTPS) costs. Among the disallowances we identified were:
• $1,062,157 in OTPS costs related to non-approved SEIT sites. The ineligible costs include
mortgage interest, depreciation, and other costs related to 20 sites that were not approved by
SED;
• $683,915 in non-program related OTPS costs. The ineligible costs pertained to a Head Start
program, an Early Intervention program, a portion of a building Yeled leased to a medical center,
and other non-SEIT related programs;
• $571,929 in salaries and fringe benefits for employees who did not work for the SEIT program.
According to Yeled time records, job descriptions, cost allocation sheets, and personnel records,
certain employees worked as administrators for other affiliated programs, such as the WIC
program, a Fitness Center, Early Intervention, Evaluations, Head Start, and Early Head Start;
• $215,528 in excessive allocation of shared employees; and
• $74,025 in vehicle expenses not supported by usage logs.
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Key Recommendations
To SED:
• Review the recommended disallowances resulting from our audit and make appropriate
adjustments to the costs reported on Yeled’s CFRs and to Yeled’s reimbursement rates.
• Work with Yeled officials to help ensure their compliance with Manual provisions.
To Yeled:
• Ensure that costs reported on future CFRs comply with Manual requirements.

Other Related Audits/Reports of Interest

Whitestone School for Child Development: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual
(2014-S-38)
Institutes of Applied Human Dynamics: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual (2014S-39)
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State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
December 31, 2015
Ms. MaryEllen Elia					
Commissioner						
State Education Department				
State Education Building				
89 Washington Avenue				
Albany, NY 12234

Mr. Solomon Igel
Chief Executive Officer
Yeled v’Yalda Early Childhood Center
1312 38th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11218

Dear Ms. Elia and Mr. Igel:
The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to helping State agencies, public authorities,
and local government agencies manage government resources efficiently and effectively and,
by so doing, providing accountability for tax dollars spent to support government operations.
The Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of State agencies, public authorities, and local
government agencies, as well as their compliance with relevant statutes and their observance of
good business practices. This fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our audits, which
identify opportunities for improving operations. Audits can also identify strategies for reducing
costs and strengthening controls that are intended to safeguard assets.
Following is a report, entitled Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual, of our audit of the
costs submitted by Yeled v’Yalda Early Childhood Center to the State Education Department for
the purposes of establishing preschool special education tuition reimbursement rates. This audit
was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1
of the State Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Section 4410-c of the
State Education Law.
This audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing
your operations and in meeting the expectations of taxpayers. If you have any questions about
this draft report, please feel free to contact us.
Respectfully submitted,
Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
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Background
Yeled v’Yalda Early Childhood Center (Yeled) is a not-for-profit organization authorized by the
State Education Department (SED) to provide Special Education Itinerant Teacher (SEIT), Preschool
Evaluations, and Related Services programs to disabled children between the ages of three to five
years. During the 2013-14 fiscal year, Yeled provided SEIT services to about 1,582 students. Based
in Brooklyn, New York, Yeled provides its SEIT program primarily to children in Kings County. Yeled
also operates a range of other programs, such as Head Start, Infant/Toddler Early Intervention,
and Women, Infants, and Children (WIC).
The New York City Department of Education (DoE) refers students to Yeled based on clinical
evaluations and pays for Yeled’s services using rates established by SED. The rates are based on the
financial information that Yeled reports to SED on its annual Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs).
To qualify for reimbursement, Yeled’s expenses must comply with the criteria set forth in SED’s
Reimbursable Cost Manual (Manual), which provides guidance to special education providers
on the eligibility of reimbursable costs, the documentation necessary to support these costs,
and cost allocation requirements for expenses relating to multiple programs. Reimbursable costs
must be reasonable, program-related, and properly documented. The State reimburses the DoE
59.5 percent of the statutory rate it pays to Yeled.
Chapter 545 of the Laws of 2013 mandates the State Comptroller to audit the expenses reported
to SED by special education service providers for preschool children with disabilities. For the three
fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled reported approximately $81 million in reimbursable costs
for its SEIT program. Our audit period focused on fiscal year 2013-14; however, we expanded our
review to include certain items claimed on the CFRs for fiscal years 2011-12 and 2012-13.
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Audit Findings and Recommendations
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we identified $2,950,518 in reported costs that
did not comply with the Manual’s requirements for reimbursement. The ineligible costs included
$1,026,139 in personal service costs and $1,924,379 in other than personal service (OTPS) costs
(see Exhibit on page 15 of this report).

Personal Service Costs
According to the Manual, personal service costs, which include all taxable and non-taxable salaries
and fringe benefits paid or accrued to employees on the agency’s payroll, must be reported on
the provider’s CFR as either direct care costs (e.g., teachers’ salaries) or non-direct care costs
(e.g., administrators’ salaries). All claimed costs must comply with the applicable provisions of
the Manual. For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled reported approximately $74.4
million in personal service costs for its SEIT program.

Excessive Compensation Expenses
The Manual states that staff should be reported in the job code title supported by salary agreements
and job descriptions. Time and attendance of individuals whose salaries are charged to the SEIT
program must be documented by official time records or similar documents. Compensation of
individuals who work on multiple programs must be allocated based on their actual work effort.
If hours of service cannot be calculated or a time study cannot be completed, then alternative
methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles may be
utilized. SED requires that the service provider make all attempts to directly charge expenses to
the appropriate cost center. Further, SED requires prior written approval for education program
expansion requiring additional staff. We recommend disallowing $1,026,139 in personal service
costs that do not comply with the Manual’s guidelines for reimbursement, as follows:
Non-SEIT Employees
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled officials allocated $571,929 in compensation
to the SEIT program for 14 employees who did not work for the SEIT program. We found that
Yeled’s time records, job descriptions, cost allocation sheets, and other corroborating personnel
records indicated that these employees worked as administrators for other programs, such as
WIC, Fitness Center, Early Intervention, Evaluations, Head Start, and Early Head Start. However,
$424,920 of these employees’ salaries was allocated to the SEIT program as agency administration
expenses (CFR-3) and $30,822 as a program administration expense (CFR-1).
For example, for the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled reported the Fitness Center
Director’s entire salary ($277,089) on CFR-3 as an agency administration expense instead of on
CFR-2 as a Fitness Center expense (under “Other Programs”). Consequently, Yeled improperly
allocated $95,662 of his salary to the SEIT program using the ratio value method. Yeled also
reported $30,822 of an Evaluations Coordinator’s salary as an administrative expense to the SEIT
Division of State Government Accountability
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program instead of to the Evaluations program. We recommend SED disallow $571,929 ($455,741
in salaries and $116,188 in fringe benefits) that was improperly allocated to the SEIT program.
Excessive Allocation of Shared Employees’ Compensation
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we identified $215,528 in over-allocated
compensation paid to employees who were shared among multiple Yeled programs. We
recommend SED disallow $215,528 in over-allocated compensation costs allocated to the SEIT
program, as follows:
• $103,257 ($92,962 in salaries and $10,295 in related fringe benefits) in compensation
for three employees whose compensation was primarily charged to the SEIT program,
although their written job descriptions and time records showed that they worked for
all of Yeled’s special education programs. We reallocated the employees’ compensation
among all Yeled special education programs and determined that $103,257 was overallocated to the SEIT program;
• $60,353 ($54,469 in salaries and $5,884 in related fringe benefits) in over-allocated
compensation for two Yeled employees for periods when they did not perform SEIT-related
work. During these periods, the employees’ time records indicated that they worked for
non-SEIT programs (e.g., Head Start);
• $51,918 ($46,744 in salary and $5,174 in related fringe benefits) in over-allocated
compensation for an information technology assistant. Although this employee’s job
description and time records indicated that he provided support to the entire agency, his
salary was allocated only among Yeled’s preschool special education programs.
Employees at Unapproved Sites
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we found $238,682 ($215,045 in salaries and
$23,637 in related fringe benefits) in compensation for 11 maintenance employees who were
assigned to two Yeled sites that were not approved by SED. In fact, SED denied Yeled’s December
2014 request to add SEIT space at these locations. Therefore, we recommend that SED disallow
the $238,682 in question.
Yeled officials partially disagreed with our disallowances, claiming that the employees’ time
records, cost allocation sheets, and other corroborating personnel records did not reflect their
actual work assignments. Nevertheless, the Manual requires that providers maintain actual work
effort records for staff shared among multiple programs, or allocate their compensation among
the programs based on documented time studies or other reasonable methods.

Other Than Personal Service Costs
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled charged approximately $6.6 million in OTPS
expenses to the SEIT program. We identified $1,924,379 of these expenses that did not comply
with SED reimbursement requirements.
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Expenses Related to Unapproved Sites
The Regulations of the Commissioner of Education (Regulations) define SEIT as an itinerant
service provided by a certified special education teacher of an approved program to preschool
students attending a regular early childhood program, a child care setting selected by the parent,
or the child’s home. For the SEIT program, providers must obtain written approval from SED
for program expansion requiring additional property-related costs, classroom equipment, etc.
Further, proposals for renovations, alterations, or major repairs must be submitted to SED for
review and comment.
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled had SED approval for only one site for its
SEIT program. However, Yeled reported expenses related to 21 sites. In a December 2014 letter to
SED, Yeled requested approval for additional SEIT space at three of these locations. Yeled officials
advised SED that the additional sites were needed to provide SEIT administration as well as
supervision of children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder who receive multiple services,
such as SEIT, applied behavioral analysis (ABA), and related services.
However, in May 2015, SED formally denied Yeled’s request and advised Yeled that the SEIT
program described as SEIT/ABA at these locations was inconsistent with the purpose of a SEIT
program. In addition, SED reviewed Yeled’s floor plans and found that there was a significant
amount of space allocated for activities (e.g., ABA pull-out services, staff lounge) that fall outside
the boundaries of SEIT services. Consequently, no additional space was allowed because (per
the Commissioner’s Regulations) SEIT teachers are to provide services at the usual preschool
student’s environment, such as an early childhood program, child care setting selected by the
parent, or the child’s home.
Consequently, for the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we recommend SED disallow
$1,062,157 in mortgage interest, depreciation, and other OTPS costs related to unapproved sites
as detailed below:
Mortgage Interest
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled paid $5,184,981 in mortgage interest for
four buildings owned by the organization. Yeled allocated $948,091 (for three of the buildings)
to the SEIT program. However, only one of the buildings was approved by SED for SEIT. SED
denied Yeled’s December 2014 request to add SEIT space at the other two buildings. As such, for
the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we recommend SED disallow $272,248 in mortgage
interest reported to the SEIT program for these two buildings.
Depreciation
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled allocated $505,385 to the SEIT program
for depreciation costs for 16 unapproved locations owned or leased by Yeled. Examples of the
depreciation costs include demolition, construction, remodeling, architectural, and interior design
costs. However, SED denied Yeled’s December 2014 request to add SEIT space at three of these
Division of State Government Accountability
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locations, and Yeled never requested SED approval for the other 13 locations. Consequently, we
recommend that SED disallow the $505,385.
Other Unapproved Site Expenses
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled charged $284,524 (to the SEIT program)
for other property-related costs at seven locations for which Yeled did not obtain SED approval.
These costs included $19,608 in electric and gas utility costs. Therefore, we recommend that SED
disallow the $284,524.
Yeled officials disagree with our audit disallowances. However, correspondence between Yeled
and SED indicated that the additional sites were not approved. For three of the sites, SED based
its decision on the Regulations, which clearly state that SEIT services are to be provided in a
child’s regular setting, such as a preschool program or child care setting selected by the parent. In
addition, the letter advised Yeled that prior to implementing any changes to the program design,
the proposed modifications must be submitted to SED for written approval. Yeled never requested
approval from SED for the remaining 17 sites. Accordingly, all costs related to the unapproved
SEIT sites reported to the SEIT program for our audit period are not reimbursable.

Non-Program Related Costs
According to the Manual, costs must be reasonable, necessary, program-related, and supported
by sufficient and appropriate documentation. The Consolidated Fiscal Reporting and Claiming
Manual (CFR Manual) states that when programs share the same geographic location or more
than one State Agency is served at the same geographic location, property and related costs
must be allocated between the programs/State Agencies benefiting from those resources. These
costs include expenses such as utilities, repairs and maintenance, depreciation, and leases or
mortgage interest. The recommended allocation method for shared space uses square footage
as the statistical basis. However, if the use of this method in a specific situation does not result in
a fair allocation of the costs, another reasonable method may be used. For the three fiscal years
ended June 30, 2014, we recommend SED disallow $683,915 in non-program related costs, as
detailed below:
Mortgage Interest
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled paid $2,517,401 in mortgage interest for the
building approved by SED as a SEIT administration site. Yeled also administers other programs at
this location, such as Head Start, Early Intervention, and WIC. Further, Yeled rents a portion of
the building to a medical center. We recommend SED disallow $398,074 in mortgage interest that
was over-allocated to the SEIT program, as follows:
• $183,580 for space occupied by the medical center;
• $119,308 for space used for Early Intervention administration;
• $90,589 for space used for Head Start administration; and
• $4,597 for space used for the Facilitated Enrollment program.
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Depreciation
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, Yeled reported $5,359,809 in depreciation for
buildings, leasehold improvements, vehicles, furniture, fixtures, and equipment. As previously
mentioned, Yeled operates multiple programs requiring allocation of the depreciation of shared
assets to the appropriate programs. Yeled used the mortgage interest allocation percentages to
allocate depreciation costs to the SEIT program. We reviewed Yeled’s depreciation schedules and
recommend SED disallow $222,910 for the following non-reimbursable costs reported to the SEIT
program:
• $147,222 in additional depreciation that was over-allocated to the SEIT program based on
unreasonable allocation methods, including:
◦◦ $74,969 allocated based on the percentage of owned space occupied by the medical
center that rents space from Yeled;
◦◦ $37,001 based on a percentage of owned space used for Head Start administration;
◦◦ $33,370 allocated based on the percentage of owned space used for Early Intervention
administration; and
◦◦ $1,882 allocated based on the percentage of owned space used for the Facilitated
Enrollment program.
• $75,688 in depreciation of non-SEIT related assets reported to the SEIT program, including:
◦◦ $29,133 for playground/play areas and associated equipment;
◦◦ $13,263 for exercise/gym/Fitness Center equipment;
◦◦ $10,875 for kitchen equipment and food carts;
◦◦ $7,676 for buses;
◦◦ $6,983 for facilitated enrollment property;
◦◦ $5,292 for assets that were not used;
◦◦ $2,176 for Early Head Start property; and
◦◦ $290 for a partition used for the WIC program.
Yeled officials partially disagree with our disallowances, arguing that we improperly characterized
certain assets and building spaces as non-SEIT property. However, we based our disallowances on
our review of Yeled’s asset and square footage records as well as discussions with Yeled officials
during our fieldwork to obtain an understanding of their methodologies and to address their
concerns.
Other Non-Program Related Expenses
We also recommend SED disallow $62,931 in other non-program related costs, including $22,808
in Fitness Center service fees charged to the SEIT program.
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Vehicle Costs
The Manual states that vehicle usage must be documented with individual vehicle logs that
include, at a minimum, the date and time of travel, places of departure and destination, mileage,
purpose of travel, and the name of the traveler. During the audit period, Yeled leased ten vehicles
(eight of which were in effect at a given time) and charged expenses, including lease payments,
insurance, maintenance, gas, penalties, and fees on its CFRs. However, Yeled officials did not
maintain logs for vehicle usage, as required by the Manual. Yeled officials acknowledged that the
required logs were not maintained. Thus, we recommend SED disallow $74,025 in vehicle-related
costs that were charged to the SEIT program.

Other Various Ineligible Expenses
We identified additional expenses totaling $104,282 that are ineligible for reimbursement based
on the Manual and recommend that SED disallow them. These ineligible costs include:
• $62,645 for costs that were not supported by invoices or the invoices did not indicate the
specific services provided, service dates, or items purchased. Yeled contends that most
of the costs were adequately documented because the applicable contracts provided for
a monthly fee and described the services to be provided. We noted that some of the
described services were for ambulance and emergency room tours.
• $10,353 for 2013-14 unnecessary costs, including $10,099 in cell phone charges for 20
employees. We reviewed Yeled’s explanations for why these employees were issued
cell phones and found that their duties and/or access to Yeled landline phones did not
substantiate a need for them to have cell phones to further the operations of the SEIT
program. For instance, Yeled allocated the Fitness Center Director’s cell phone costs to the
SEIT program although he did not perform SEIT-related services and had access to Yeled
landline phones;
• $19,597 for gifts, including $645 for flowers and $16,191 for gift baskets given to both
employees and nonemployees;
• $7,713 for food, beverages, utensils, and tableware, including $4,881 for coffee and tea;
• $1,340 in 2013-14 travel expenses for non-employees;
• $1,246 for unallowable 2013-14 interest, penalties, and fees, including $259 in penalties
for NYC Fire Department and Environmental Control Board violations;
• $921 for unnecessary and/or non-SEIT related 2013-14 advertising costs, including $282
to advertise occupational therapy certification training to the public and $101 for an
advertisement that congratulated a Yeled volunteer; and
• $467 for ineligible donations in fiscal year 2013-14.
Yeled officials partially disagreed with our disallowances. However, they claimed that certain
service contracts, such as the one for ambulance services, help SEIT students in case of medical
emergencies. They also claimed that providing cell phones to top, middle management, and other
staff is necessary to further Yeled operations. We reviewed Yeled’s support for the cell phone
assignments, including travel details and job descriptions, and determined that these costs were
not necessary and/or not reasonable, indicating a need for re-evaluation of Yeled’s cell phone
assignment policies.
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Recommendations
To SED:
1. Review the recommended disallowances resulting from our audit and make appropriate
adjustments to the costs reported on Yeled’s CFRs and to Yeled’s reimbursement rates.
2. Work with Yeled officials to help ensure their compliance with Manual provisions.
To Yeled:
3. Ensure that costs reported on the future CFRs comply with Manual requirements.

Audit Scope and Methodology
We audited the costs reported on Yeled’s CFRs to determine whether they were properly
documented, program-related, and allowable pursuant to SED’s Manual. The audit included all
claimed expenses for fiscal year 2013-14 and certain expenses claimed on Yeled’s CFRs for the
two fiscal years ended June 30, 2013.
To accomplish our objective, we reviewed the Manual, the CFR Manual, Yeled’s CFRs, and relevant
financial records for the audit period. We also interviewed Yeled officials, staff, and independent
auditors to obtain an understanding of their financial and business practices. To complete our
audit work, we selected a judgmental sample of costs reported by Yeled for review. Our sample
took into account the relative materiality and risk of the various costs reported by Yeled. We
assessed the sample of reported costs to determine whether they were supported, programappropriate, and reimbursable. Our review of Yeled’s internal controls focused on the controls
over Yeled’s CFR preparation process.
We conducted our performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained during our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other constitutionally and
statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York State. These include operating
the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State
contracts, refunds, and other payments. In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to
certain boards, commissions, and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights.
These duties may be considered management functions for purposes of evaluating organizational
independence under generally accepted government auditing standards. In our opinion, these
management functions do not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program
performance.
Division of State Government Accountability
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Authority
The audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article
V, Section 1 of the State Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Section
4410-c of the State Education Law.

Reporting Requirements
We provided draft copies of this report to SED and Yeled officials for their review and formal
comment. We considered their comments in preparing this final report and attached the comments
to the end of the report. In their response, SED officials agreed with our recommendations and
indicated that they would take certain actions to address them. Yeled officials, however, disagreed
with some of our report’s findings. Our rejoinders to certain Yeled comments are included in the
report’s State Comptroller’s Comments. Yeled officials also included a lengthy set of attachments
with their response. Those attachments are not included in this report. However, they have been
retained on file at the Office of the State Comptroller.
Within 90 days of the final release of this report, as required by Section 170 of the Executive
Law, the Commissioner of Education shall report to the Governor, the State Comptroller, and the
leaders of the Legislature and fiscal committees, advising what steps were taken to implement
the recommendations contained herein, and if the recommendations were not implemented, the
reasons why.
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Exhibit
Yeled v’Yalda Early Childhood Center
Schedule of Submitted and Disallowed Program Costs
for Fiscal Years 2011-12, 2012-13, and 2013-14
Program Costs
Personal Services
Direct
Agency Administration
Total Personal Services

Amount Per
CFR
$69,611,757
4,832,348
$74,444,105

Amount
Disallowed

Amount
Remaining

Notes to
Exhibit

$488,353 $69,123,404
537,786

4,294,562

$1,026,139 $73,417,966

A,B,E,O,P

Other Than Personal Services
Direct
Agency Administration
Total Other Than Personal Services
Total Program Costs

$3,984,943

$1,224,856

$2,760,087

2,579,402

699,523

1,879,879

$6,564,345

$1,924,379

$4,639,966

$81,008,450
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Notes to Exhibit
The following Notes refer to specific sections of SED’s Reimbursable Cost Manual used to develop
our recommended disallowances. We summarized the applicable sections to explain the basis for
each disallowance. We provided the details supporting our recommended disallowances to SED
and Yeled officials during the course of our audit.
A. Section II. Cost Principles - Costs must be reasonable, necessary, program-related, and
sufficiently documented.
B. Section I.1.B. - Program and fiscal issues that require prior written
approval of the Commissioner’s designees include but are not limited to:
1) Education program expansion requiring additional staff, property-related costs,
classroom equipment, etc., when the cost is expected to be reimbursed fully or partially
through the tuition rate. Both program and fiscal designee written approval are required.
2) New or renovated facility space, both instructional and non-instructional, to be
occupied by approved programs in which space is new, or substantially altered or result
in capitalized costs will require both program and fiscal designee written approval prior to
implementing.
C. Section II.3. - Outreach activities such as publications and other public relations endeavors
that describe the services offered by approved private schools, enabling them to better
contribute to community educational objectives, are reimbursable. The intended
outcome of these publications and public relations endeavors should be that of providing
information and not for the purpose of recruiting students into programs or soliciting
fund-raising monies or donations. New York State places students without regard to
advertising or public relations activities.
D. Section II.9.A.(1) - Renovations of existing buildings: Costs of renovations, alterations, or
major repairs must be approved by the District Board in accordance with the District’s
annual approved budget policy. Proposals for renovations, alterations, or major repairs
must be submitted to SED for review and comment.
E. Section II.13.A.(4)b. - Staff should be reported in the job code title supported by salary
agreements and job descriptions.
F. Section II.16. - Political and charitable contributions and donations made by the program
are not reimbursable.
G. Section II.20.A. - Costs incurred for entertainment of officers or employees, or for
activities not related to the program, or any related items such as meals, lodging rentals,
transportation, and gratuities, are not reimbursable.
H. Section II.20.B. - All personal expenses, such as personal travel expenses, laundry charges,
beverage charges, gift certificates to staff and vendors, flowers or parties for staff, holiday
parties, repairs on a personal vehicle, rental expenses for personal apartments, etc., are
not reimbursable unless specified otherwise in this Manual.
I. Section II.21. - Costs resulting from violations of, or failure by, the entity to comply with
Federal, State, and/or local laws and regulations are not reimbursable.
J. Section II.22.C. - Costs of food provided to any staff, including lunchroom monitors, are
not reimbursable.
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K. Section II.22.D. - Food costs will not be reimbursed for special education itinerant programs
unless required by the student’s IEP as an instructional supply.
L. Section II.24. - Gifts of any kind are not reimbursable.
M. Section II.57.A. - Costs incurred for telephone/cell phone service, local and long distance
telephone calls, and electronic facsimiles (fax) are reimbursable provided that they are
used primarily in furtherance of the operation of the special education program.
N. Section II.59.F - Travel expenses of spouses, family members, or any nonemployee (e.g.,
consultants, independent contractors) are not reimbursable unless the spouse or family
member is an employee of the entity(s) and a legitimate business purpose exists for them
to travel.
O. Section III.1.A. - Compensation costs must be based on approved, documented payrolls.
Payroll must be supported by employee time records prepared during, not after, the time
period for which the employee was paid. Employee time sheets must be signed by the
employee and a supervisor, and must be completed at least monthly.
P. Section III.1.B. - Actual hours of service are the preferred statistical basis upon which
to allocate salaries and fringe benefits for shared staff who work on multiple programs.
Entities must maintain appropriate documentation reflecting the hours used in this
allocation. Acceptable documentation may include payroll records or time studies. If hours
of service cannot be calculated or a time study cannot be completed, then alternative
methods that are equitable and conform to generally accepted accounting principles may
be utilized. Documentation for all allocation methods (bases and percentages) must be
retained for a minimum of seven years. Guidelines for acceptable time studies for CFR
filers are provided in Appendix L - “Acceptable Time Studies” of the CFR Manual.
Q. Section III.1.C.(2) Consultants - Adequate documentation includes, but is not limited to,
the consultant’s resume and a written contract that includes the nature of the services
to be provided, the charge per day, and service dates. All payments must be supported
by itemized invoices that indicate the specific services actually provided; and for each
service, the date(s), number of hours provided, the fee per hour, and the total amount
charged. In addition, when direct care services are provided, the documentation must
indicate the names of students served, the actual dates of service, and the number of
hours of service to each child on each date.
R. Section III.1.D. - All purchases must be supported with invoices listing items purchased and
indicating date of purchase and date of payment, as well as canceled checks. Costs must
be charged directly to specific programs whenever possible. The particular program(s)
must be identified on invoices or associated documents. When applicable, competitive
bidding practices should be used in conformance with the Purchasing Handbook.
S. Section III.1.J.(2) - Vehicle use must be documented with individual vehicle logs that include
at a minimum: the date, time of travel, to and from destinations, mileage between each,
purpose of travel, and name of traveler. If the vehicle was assigned to an employee, also
list the name of the employee to whom it was assigned. The annual mileage for program
purposes and repairs and maintenance costs for each vehicle should be summarized and
maintained.
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State Comptroller’s Comments
1. We disagree. The employees’ job descriptions, time records, cost allocation sheets (where
applicable), and other personnel records provided no indication that they worked for the
SEIT programs. As such, their compensation should not have been allocated to Yeled’s SEIT
program. The Consolidated Fiscal Reporting and Claiming Manual (CFR Manual) requires
that service providers make all attempts to directly charge an expense to the appropriate
cost center.
2. The CFR Manual does not require that all management positions/titles be included in
agency administration. The requirement applies only to those positions/titles responsible
for the overall operation of the agency (i.e., Executive Director, Comptroller). Further, as
noted previously, the CFR Manual requires that service providers make all attempts to
directly charge an expense to the appropriate cost center.
3. The three employees that we disallowed had job descriptions, time records, cost allocation
sheets (where applicable), and/or other personnel records indicating that they worked for
a non-SEIT program.
4. We stand by our findings and conclusions. The CFR Manual defines agency administration
expenses as those which are not directly related to a specific program, but are attributable
to the overall operation of the agency (i.e., Executive Director, Comptroller). Agency
administration costs do not include program/site specific costs or program administration
costs. Program administration costs are administrative costs which are directly attributable
to a specific program. The evidence that we reviewed indicated that these employees
provided services directly related to a specific program. Also, see Comment no. 2.
5. We reviewed and considered all evidence and information provided by Yeled. As such, we
maintain that the evidence obtained during the audit provides a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions.
6. We disagree with Yeled’s contention that the Policy Council Liaison position should be
treated as an agency administration expense. This employee’s job description, time
records, cost allocation sheets, and other personnel records clearly indicated that she
worked for the Head Start program.
7. The employees’ job descriptions, time records, cost allocation sheets (where applicable),
and other personnel records did not indicate that they performed any work for the SEIT
program. Further, we did not recommend disallowances when evidence indicated that
services were provided to the SEIT program.
8. The employees’ job descriptions, time records, cost allocation sheets (where applicable),
and other personnel records indicated that they worked for Yeled’s various special
education programs, but not primarily the SEIT program. As such, their compensation
should have been allocated fairly to all of Yeled’s applicable special education programs.
9. The disallowance applies to periods when their time records indicated that they worked
for non-SEIT programs. We noted that these time records were reviewed and certified by
Yeled supervisors as accurate; and therefore, we question the need for corrected copies.
Further we found two time records submitted for the Clinical Coordinator for the same
period and one indicated that she was out on July 31, 2012, while the other timesheet had
her working from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. the same day.
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10. We disallowed $51,918 of the Information Technology Assistant’s compensation, not
$451,918 as stated by Yeled. Further, this employee’s job description and time records
indicated that he provided support to the entire agency, not just Yeled’s preschool special
education programs.
11. The Reimbursable Cost Manual (Manual) clearly states that a provider needs to obtain
prior SED approval for an education program expansion requiring additional staff, property
related costs, classroom equipment, etc., when the cost is expected to be reimbursed fully
or partially through the tuition rate established by SED.
12. SED’s reviews and desk audits do not include the level of detail of OSC’s on-site audits
of the provider’s source and supporting records for the costs reported on the CFRs. In
the cited correspondence with SED, Yeled did not acknowledge that the sites (where
the employees in question worked) had not been approved by SED. Further, SED denied
Yeled’s December 2014 request to add space at these locations and advised Yeled that the
SEIT program described as SEIT/ABA at these locations was inconsistent with the purpose
of a SEIT program.
13. We disagree. Final costs are determined upon field audit and will be considered for
reimbursement provided that such costs are reasonable, necessary, and directly related
to the education program. Also, refer to Comment no. 12.
14. The Manual clearly requires providers to obtain formal approval of the Commissioner’s
designees for “Education program expansion requiring additional staff, property
related costs, classroom equipment, etc. when the cost is expected to be reimbursed
fully or partially through the tuition rate. Both program and fiscal designee approval
are required.” Particularly because the SEIT program model generally does not
provide for facility-related costs resulting from service delivery, Yeled should have
sought and obtained SED approval for costs associated with the program spaces in
question. However, Yeled was unable to provide any evidence that it sought and
obtained either program or fiscal approval from SED for these spaces at any time.
Further, SED’s denial of Yeled’s request for additional administrative/supervisory space
“directly associated with the provision of services” does not at all mean that the locations
(spaces) in question were, therefore, eligible for reimbursement. To the contrary, for the
aforementioned reasons, it is more likely that space “directly associated with the provision
of services” would be ineligible for reimbursement.
15. As Yeled acknowledged, SED generally does not approve space related to SEIT program
activities. In this particular instance, SED denied the request because “there was a
significant amount of space allocated for activities that fall outside the boundaries of SEIS
administration and because the program described at these locations is inconsistent with
the purpose of a SEIS program.” (Note: SEIS refers to Special Education Itinerant Services.)
SED’s denial illustrates that costs for SEIT program-related space are not eligible for
reimbursement.
16. New York City Department of Education guidance does not sanction space used exclusively
for the provision of SEIT services. Program-related space for SEIT is not a component of
the program model.
17. We did not review or question Yeled’s compliance with regulations pertaining to Head
Start, a federally funded program. Further, with respect to the issue at hand, our primary
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concern was not with the allocation methodology employed by Yeled. Irrespective of the
allocation method employed, the fact remains that Yeled had not obtained the required
program and fiscal approvals from SED to use the locations (space) in question for SEIT
purposes.
18. Based on information provided by Yeled, we revised our report to reduce the disallowance
in question by $31,178.
19. The Links Magazine publication is not a necessary SEIT program-related cost, as required
by the Manual.
20. Yeled’s cost allocation sheet indicated that the 401K audit expense was not related to the
SEIT program. Also, the invoice for the attestation services indicated that it was for the
Early Intervention (EI) program.
21. As stated on page 11 of the report, the itemized invoices did not indicate the specific
services actually provided; and for each service, the date(s), number of hours provided,
and the fee per hour, as otherwise required by the Manual. Furthermore, these services
were not a necessary component of the SEIT program.
22. We reviewed Yeled’s explanations supporting cellphone distribution and determined that
certain employees’ duties and/or access to Yeled landline phones did not support the
employees’ need for cellphones to administer SEIT program operations.
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